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Abstract. The article deals with the wide range of mech-
anisms in support of civil society institutions–govern-
ment interaction in the context of developing and imple-
menting European integration reforms in Ukraine. The 
authors identified 6 strategic documents and 20 areas 
of reform related to the process of European integration, 
as well as the key issues concerning implementation of 
the Association Agreement between Ukraine and the 
EU. The authors conclude that positive trends are vis-
ible in recent decades in the institutional development 
of Ukrainian civil society, which has become a driving 
force of the country’s European integration aspirations. 
In this setting, civil society institutions (CSIs) work with 
government agencies, engage in informal advocacy, 
conduct monitoring policies, perform and publish poli-
cy analysis and recommendations, and work with and 
lobby international agencies and other actors.
Keywords: Ukraine; European integration; European 
integration reforms; public control

Introduction 

Ukraine took the path of forming its statehood in 1991. In a short while, 
the country chose a liberal-democratic model for its political system and 
identified European integration as a strategic priority. In the years since 
independence was proclaimed, the country has made some progress in 
terms of socio-economic and political reforms capable of bringing it closer 
to the European Union. However, the implementation of systemic reforms 
and holistic Europeanisation of the country still require considerable con-
certed efforts from society and the government. A critical role here should 
be attributed to civil society institutions interested in Ukraine’s success in its 
European integration trajectory.
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Civil society has quite often saved the country from sliding into authori-
tarianism in domestic policy and the corresponding model of Eurasian 
integration in foreign policy (Solonenko, 2015: 219–236). When the coop-
eration between the authorities and the active public has been the most 
constructive, Ukraine has achieved the considerable significant success. For 
example, this also applies to the EU–Ukraine Association Agreement where, 
contrary to the will of President V. Yanukovych and his political environ-
ment, civil society defended Ukraine’s choice of Europe, despite having 
paid a heavy price by way of the victims of the 2014 Revolution of Dignity 
and the counteraction to the Russian aggression, which is continuing today 
(Maass, 2019). Yet, there is still a long way to establish a steady and fruitful 
partnership between public authorities and local self-government on one 
hand and civil society institutions (CSIs) on the other (Puglisi, 2017: 41–61).

Therefore, an important research objective of the article is to study the 
state–public partnership experience, starting by studying regulatory sup-
port for sustainable and productive dialogue between authorities and cit-
izens, and concluding with an analysis of the key forms and methods of 
CSIs’ impact on developing and implementing state policy. The authors 
concentrate on changes that emerged following the Revolution of Dignity 
(between 2014 and 2018), taking account of the process of civic society’s 
revitalisation after the crucial changes experienced by Ukraine, and look-
ing at the research object through the prism of implementation of the EU–
Ukraine Association Agreement.

Public control is relatively new for Ukraine as a form of social influence 
and provides for direct monitoring by civil society institutions, initiative 
groups and individuals of the (in)activity of state authorities and local gov-
ernment, as well as the (in)activity of non-governmental institutions that 
perform social tasks (Kostenko, 2018). Public control covers a range of dif-
ferent forms and instruments of influence that can be applied, depending 
on the goals and objectives. It is quite apparent that independent and effec-
tive public control can only be exercised in democratic countries where 
civil and political rights are appropriately secured.

Theoretical framework

In scientific analysis, conceptual approaches to the study of civil society 
are apparent due to the lack of research aimed at studying modern theoretical 
approaches to determining the role of civil society institutions, and CS’ impact 
on the processes of European integration and implementation of reforms.

Our study is based on the views of Alexis de Tocqueville, who showed the 
connection between and identity of civil society and democracy. He notes 
the formal existence of all bodies and institutions of democratic power in 
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the political system does not guarantee its democratic nature. An essen-
tial component of civil society is setting traditions and habits to think and 
act under democratic norms and principles (Tocqueville, 2000: 412–418). 
Tocqueville assigns a unique role to civil society, which is to overcome the 
powerlessness of an individual; moral and socio-psychological influence 
on the state; forming “local and personal freedom”; creating an active social 
field; spreading the spirit of solidarity, tolerance, and cooperation, as well as 
creating a “keen public eye” that constantly monitors the government and 
does not allow its tyranny.

In turn, John Keane proposes viewing civil society through the prism 
of concepts like power, property, violence, politics, the public sphere, and 
democracy. In his work “Civil Society: Old Images, New Vision,” the author 
rethinks democracy in the context of changes at the end of the 20th century 
in Central and Eastern Europe. His idea of the need for the parallel develop-
ment of civil society institutions and the state is noteworthy. 

Democracy is always a complex, constantly growing process of propor-
tional division of powers and civilian control over its use in politics, car-
ried out in two institutionally distinct, but constantly connected spheres 
of civil society and state institutions. (Keane, 2000: 113)

L. Diamond considers civil society as an indispensable condition for 
democracy and a necessary factor for democratic transformations and 
achieving the consolidation of democracy. He notes that in the process of 
such a merger, changes occur in the institutional development and behav-
iour of people, which normalises the democratic political process and 
makes it stable and predictable. 

Therefore, this normalisation requires expanding people’s access to 
political decision-making, developing a democratic political culture, enlarg-
ing the circle of leaders, improving their training level, and developing other 
functions specific to civil society. To implement the economic, political and 
social reforms seen in countries that have decided to follow democratic 
development, political parties and active state institutions are also needed. 
However, as Diamond notes, it is “civil society that can and should be crucial 
in building a consolidated democracy” (Diamond, 1999: 239).

According to Habermas, the СS (civil society) is called upon to both 
exercise control over the state by restraining it from encroaching on the 
personal, political, cultural, public freedom of the citizens and over capi-
tal (Habermas, 1998). R. Putnam’s research traces the link between the effi-
ciency of state institutions and the level of civil society development, which 
is one of the main factors for success in implementing democratic reforms 
(Putnam, 1993: 35–42). 
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For instance, Marjan Horvat offers the prospect of the study of European 
integration rooted in methodological pluralism and assertion of the subjec-
tive dimension which, according to the author, is required while analysing 
the post-crisis EU and all of its political differences (Horvat, 2019: 547–564). 

There is scientific interest in studying the state and role of CS in Eastern 
Europe. In particular, the impact of European integration on institutionali-
sation of the CS is considered. Together with domestic governments, inter-
national donors and the EU are perceived to be the most influential institu-
tional actors for CS organisations. Yet, their respective influences primarily 
depend on a country’s stage in its EU accession process. Overall, the study 
provides a differentiated mapping of civil society in Eastern Europe and a 
better understanding of how the institutional context relates to a country’s 
CS (Meyer, 2020).

The European dimension of Ukraine’s course towards the EU has been 
covered in many works, for example, by A. Gavrikh, R. Dragnev, I. Horha, 
P. Kubicek, A. Umland, J.W. Scott and others. However, public control 
over state bodies and the implementation of the Association Agreement in 
Ukraine are insufficiently represented in scientific research.

The EU–Ukraine Association Agreement is a Road Map 
for Reforms

By signing the Association Agreement with the European Union, Ukraine 
committed itself to implementing the reforms required for its further suc-
cessful European integration. The EU–Ukraine Association Agreement 
(Agreement) has thereby become a road map for internal transformational 
changes in Ukraine. By its scope and thematic coverage, the Agreement has 
become the largest international legal document in the history of Ukraine and, 
at the same time, the biggest international treaty with a third country ever con-
cluded by the EU. The Agreement provides for the implementation of more 
than 350 EU directives and regulations, while the Agreement Action Plan out-
lines all of the derivative tasks. Such a clear definition gives an opportunity to 
understand its execution status, and to plan and define additional guidelines.

Among measures that determine the commonality of domestic politi-
cal needs and tasks for improving Ukraine’s political system as defined by 
the European integration course, the following may be specified: overcom-
ing the contradictions of democracy and improving its functioning; taking 
measures to eliminate the most serious violations in parliamentary democ-
racy; reducing bureaucracy; shortening the deputy mandate period, ensur-
ing the influence on parties from outside through research institutes, foun-
dations etc.; strengthening the development of local government; gradual 
implementation of the primaries model etc. (Andreychenko, 2017).
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The main strategic documents shaping the directions of the European 
integration reforms in Ukraine are the EU–Ukraine Association Agreement; 
the Sustainable Development Strategy “Ukraine 2020”; the Coalition 
Agreement; the IMF–Ukraine Memorandum; the Government Priority 
Action Plan; and the Plan of Legislative Support for Reforms. We will not 
extensively describe each of these documents here as they are not the 
subject of our study. Nevertheless, it is noted that on the basis of this legal 
framework Ukraine has identified 20 priority reform areas, which largely 
determine its further European perspective. These areas include: public 
administration reform; decentralisation; innovation development; business 
climate improvement (deregulation, investments, export); state property 
management reform; energy reform and energy efficiency development 
(Bayramov and Marusyk, 2019); infrastructure and transport; healthcare 
reform; education and science reform; social support reform; anti-corrup-
tion reform; law enforcement reform; judicial reform; national security and 
defence reform (Jayasundara-Smits, 2018); labour relations reform; tem-
porarily occupied territories and support for internally displaced persons 
(IDPs) as well as youth, culture, sports (see Table 1).

Table 1: THE STRUCTURE OF EUROPEAN INTEGRATION REFORMS 

6 strategic documents 20 areas of reform

• The UA–Ukraine Association 
Agreement

• Sustainable Development Strategy 
“Ukraine 2020”

• Coalition Agreement
• The IMF–Ukraine Memorandum
• The Government Priority Action 

Plan 
• The Plan of Legislative Support 

for Reforms

• Public administrative reform
• Decentralisation
• Innovation development
• Improved business environment 
 (deregulation, investment, exports)
• State property management reform
• Energy reform and energy efficiency 

development
• Infrastructure and transport
• Healthcare reform
• Reform of education and science
• Reform of social support system
• Anti-corruption reform
• Law enforcement reform
• Judicial reform
• Reform of the national security and defence 

system
• Reform of the labour relations system
• Temporarily occupied territories and support 

for IDPs
• Youth, Culture, Sport

Source: Compiled by the authors.

Our study does not focus on content analysis of the above-mentioned 
EU integration reforms, but on exploring the mechanisms for public control 
over their implementation. Our interest lies not so much in the mechanisms 
of direct democracy (non-conventional methods) which can be employed 
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by CSIs in collaboration with state authorities and local self-government, but 
in the wide range of conventional mechanisms for CSI-government interac-
tion, on both national and regional/local levels in the context of developing 
and implementing a number of European integration reforms in Ukraine.

It should be mentioned that national and local governance bodies are 
the main actors and executing agents when it comes to the development 
and implementation of state policy generally and reforms in particular. Yet, 
as stated above, several legal and regulatory instruments oblige (not simply 
empower) government and local authorities to set up the necessary envi-
ronment to ensure the transparency of such a policy and to enable CSIs to 
join in all stages of the implementation and control.

In accordance with the EU–Ukraine Association Agreement, it has been 
declared that CSIs participate in enforcement of the Agreement’s terms “in 
order to inform about the implementation of this Agreement and to allow 
for the contribution of civil society organizations to its implementation” 
(Government Portal, 2017). In particular, the Agreement provides for estab-
lishing a Civil Society Platform composed of representatives of Ukrainian 
civil society on one hand, and members of the European Economic and 
Social Committee (EESC) on the other, as a forum for holding relevant meet-
ings and exchanging views.

Active participation of the public in urgent reforms is necessary for the 
successful and timely implementation of the Association Agreement. The 
EU and Member States are developing CSI interaction road maps supposed 
to intensify and assure a structural dialogue and strategic joint coopera-
tion, enhance capacities and influence on governance decisions and politi-
cal actions. In cooperation with the governments of partner countries, the 
EU tries to extend the ability of government bodies to constructively col-
laborate with CS by increasing trust and competencies for dialogue and 
partnership opportunities. These road maps are also intended to facilitate 
coordination and share best practices with Member States and other inter-
national actors to simplify, in particular, procedures and harmonise funding 
requirements. Road maps set long-term goals for EU–CSIs collaboration that 
include dialogue as well as operational assistance, and provide appropriate 
mechanisms. They are developed with a view to CS demands being regu-
larly updated and published, as well as submitted to national governments.

Wide support and full CS involvement in the European integration pro-
cesses provide the legitimacy of the changes needed and reinforce them. 
Thus, according to the Government report on implementation of the 
Association Agreement for 2018, the Agreement compliance rate was 52%. 
It was highlighted that the Agreement tasks not completed in previous years 
were being gradually fulfilled, and the overall result of the Agreement’s 
implementation was growing considerably (Report, 2018). Positive changes 
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in the field of decentralisation and civil service reform were achieved in 2018, 
coupled with some achievements in financial transparency etc. At the same 
time, several problems remain to be resolved: insufficient institutional capac-
ity of the ministries, resistance to reforms by individual interest groups, the 
irresponsible attitude of some elected officials to the political intentions of 
the EU movement declared by their political forces. This together with other 
reasons prevent the timely and full completion of Agreement assignments.

The Role of Civil Society in Implementing the EU Integration 
Reforms

After the events of Euromaidan in Ukraine, definite trends may be seen 
in the institutional development of Ukrainian CS. In particular, we analysed 
CSIs in terms of their organisational and financial solvency through the fol-
lowing indicators: quantitative characteristics of CSI development; ensur-
ing democratic, accountable, transparent internal governance; economic 
sustainability and diversification of funding sources; improving the mecha-
nisms for interaction with authorities.

Recently in Ukraine, an increase has been observed in the number of 
officially registered public organisations. Judicial authorities register about 
70,000 public organisations in Ukraine, of which 66% are local, all-Ukrainian 
and international public organisations, 0.3% are political parties, and 31% 
are local, all-Ukrainian and international charitable organisations (Ukrstat, 
2017).

The rapid growth of CSIs may be linked to growth in their financial sup-
port received from international institutions, non-governmental organisa-
tions, and foreign countries’ national governments. Yet, the public funding 
for CSIs is quite limited. The annual budget of the average Ukrainian public 
organisation is about UAH 50,000–60,000 (around EUR 3,000), and the pri-
mary income is mainly provided by local benefactors and foreign donors. 
Data on NGO funding sources indicate the existence of two main group 
entities. The first group is characterised by a working model where funding 
from external sources is a significant supporting factor. Still, up to 30% of 
funding comes from the organisation’s services and other economic activi-
ties. The preferential financing model from charitable contributions and 
grant funds is typical for the second cluster of organisations. As a result, the 
further sustainable development of such entities is significantly influenced 
by macro-environmental factors (Ukrstat, 2017).

The chief sources of NGO funding are grants and technical assistance 
programmes funded by other countries (from non-residents). Having ana-
lysed the map of attracting international aid (International Aid, 2015), we 
see that all available programmes/projects and international development 
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policy documents are helping Ukraine to meet its international obligations, 
stabilise the socio-economic situation, and strengthen CS. The support for 
CS organisations is aimed at ensuring their active participation in demo-
cratic change and making them more effective in defending the rights and 
interests of citizens and exercising public control with regard to the authori-
ties’ actions.

Analysing the positive dynamics of the increase in NGOs, one cannot 
ignore the negative trends of the expanding quasi-organisations used by 
specific political forces to lobby their activities, organise pseudo-protests, 
manipulate public opinion, and advisory structures under the government. 
At the same time, this situation can be explained by the specific nature of 
the existence of a particular part of officially registered public associations, 
the lack of real work to involve ordinary citizens in their activities. In turn, 
we will only focus on the successful interaction practices between the CSIs 
and the authorities while implementing European integration reforms in 
Ukraine. It is noted that the activities of quasi-organisations will be the sub-
ject of our next study.

The analysis of Ukrainian NGOs’ capacity demonstrates many obstacles 
that are limiting the influence of CS on government policy in Ukraine, such as:

 – the low financial self-sufficiency of CSIs and limited financial resources;
 – the lack of motivation mechanisms concerning NGO financial support 

by business, for example through interest-rate philanthropy mechanisms;
 – the provision of NGOs with services is more visible and practical on the 

local level, while most policy development activities take place on the 
national level;

 – the number of coalitions is increasing, but their actions are not coordi-
nated and not established, and effective governance and management 
procedures have not been established;

 – the unwillingness of the authorities to cooperate and their bias against 
CSIs;

 – the weak connection of public organisations with the population, lack of 
solidarity, conflict, inability to find shared understanding;

 – the lack of a holistic system of civic education, efficient promotion of 
democratic values, public consciousness;

 – insufficient level of systematic support for the dialogue between the 
authorities and interested CSIs in various areas;

 – the low development level of participatory democracy and activation of 
communities to solve their development problems;

 – the presence of ‘pocket’ public organisations (under government bod-
ies, parties, oligarchs); and

 – insufficient opportunities to involve citizens in the activities of NGOs 
and their weak connection with the general public.
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Despite the specified negative circumstances and certain obstacles, the 
role played by domestic CSIs in facilitating the reform of the state gover-
nance system is today quite important. In particular, this idea is high-
lighted by experts from the international non-governmental organisation 
Freedom House (Freedomhouse, 2018) in its study “Nations in Transit 2018. 
Confronting Illiberalism”.

Indeed, CSIs work with governmental agencies, engage in informal 
advocacy, accomplish monitoring studies and make their results public, 
provide political analysis and make practical recommendations based on 
its results, as well as carry out other activities (Lutsevych, 2016: 646–656). 
They are also active in training and in-service training of civil servants and 
decision-makers, collaborate and lobby (in Ukraine or abroad) with inter-
national agencies and other political actors in order to influence the field 
policy. They also raise public awareness through media, education and 
training, arrange social events and public debates, organise or encourage 
protests (Kostenko, 2018). The institutional formats for involving CSIs in the 
processes of European and Euro-Atlantic integration are mainly composed 
of the following elements:
• coalitions of non-governmental organisations, as well as actions, projects 

and programmes focused primarily on addressing European integration 
issues;

• coalitions, actions, projects and programmes that concentrate on other 
issues related to European integration;

• analytical and consultative activities, in particular in public councils, 
expert groups and other institutions formed by NGOs at central and 
local governments where the issues of Ukraine’s European integration 
are under consideration (Kruglashov, 2016: 53–65).

In this article, the authors will dwell chiefly on the first format and partly 
the second one. As to the third format, it has already received the widest 
possible coverage in the academic literature (Khutkyy, 2019; Kruglashov, 
2013; Savchenko, 2015; Zheltovskyy, 2019), although not through research 
focused on the European integration aspects of the analytical and advisory 
role of CSIs in cooperation with the public authorities of Ukraine.

On the national level, CSIs have been successful in creating coalitions to 
increase their own power and strengthen their influence on the government. 
Thus, a Reanimation Package of Reforms (RPR) group consisting of 70 civil 
organisations was formed to exert pressure on the country’s new admin-
istration and to introduce its own reform plan for Ukraine. Other active 
groups have created coalitions such as “Public Partnership for Transparent 
Local Budgets”, “Civic Initiatives of Ukraine”, “Our Money”, “New Country” 
etc. Organisations like as the Center for Combating Corruption (CPC) and 
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Transparency International have been playing a significant role in creating 
a new anti-corruption infrastructure that includes new government bodies: 
the National Anti-Corruption Bureau of Ukraine (NABU) and the National 
Agency on Corruption Prevention (NACP). With respect to building a new 
judicial system, a Ukrainian innovation was to establish the Public Integrity 
Council (GRD), formed from representatives of CS and the educational 
and scientific community. This independent body has to check judges for 
their compliance with ethical and professional integrity criteria (Ash, 2017: 
77). Thus, as we can see, European integration processes in Ukraine have 
become the condition and determining factor that stimulates not only the 
development of CS as a whole, but also creates opportunities for its genuine 
impact on democratic transformation in particular.

It must be recognised that in Ukraine the sector of “watch organisations” 
is only now in the process of formation, methodology is being developed 
and standards of public control are being established. Thus, Transparency 
International Ukraine (TI Ukraine) is one of the first organisations in 
Ukraine to systematically deal with the problem of combating corruption in 
public authorities. Its documents state that its mission is to reduce corrup-
tion in Ukraine by means of promoting the transparency, accountability and 
integrity of public authorities and civil society (Transparency International 
Ukraine). Namely, TI Ukraine has assumed the role of conducting promo-
tional campaigns on the national level which are supposed to reduce the 
community’s tolerance to corruption, citizens’ awareness of its danger and 
negative impacts. While playing this role, TI Ukraine conducted the following 
communications campaigns between 2014 and 2016: “Wake up! Corruption 
kills!” “They would not be silent”, “Corruption should be noticed”, “I do not 
give bribes”, “We demand the creation of an anti-corruption court”.

Another powerful anti-corruption NGO is the Center for Combating 
Corruption (CPC). According to an analysis of its performance found on 
the CPC website, the main directions of its work are monitoring public pro-
curement and exposing corruption schemes. That is, the above-mentioned 
organisation is engaged in direct supervisory activities. Its report analysis 
shows the CPC has managed to terminate government corruption contracts 
in state structures amounting to approximately UAH 1.9 billion (Human 
Rights NGO’s Anti-Corruption Platform), resulting in the initiating of 150 
criminal proceedings (UA-Energy.org).

The CPC is also actively working on developing and lobbying for anti-
corruption legislation, which has enabled the creation of what are funda-
mentally new to Ukraine: special anti-corruption bodies of the National 
Anti-Corruption Bureau of Ukraine (NABU), Specialised Anti-Corruption 
Prosecutor’s Office (SAP), and the National Agency of Ukraine for Finding, 
Tracing and Managing Assets Derived from Corruption and Other Crimes. 
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This testifies to the efficiency of public influence on the sensitive areas of 
governance and the new opportunities for CSIs in this area.

Another organisation whose activity attracts our attention is the NGO 
“Anti-Corruption Headquarters” that aims to expose corruption schemes, 
the plundering of budgets and resources in local communities, and other 
corruption-related violations of power-holders in order to prosecute them 
(Anti-Corruption Headquarters). As is evident, this NGO works not only on 
the national level but also on the regional and local ones, paying consider-
able attention to corruption on the community level. Since decentralisation 
processes in Ukraine have resulted in quite a substantial inflow of budget-
ary allocations to local government baselines, especially in the case of newly 
formed united territorial communities, the close public attention to the legiti-
macy and transparency of their financial activities thus far is more than justi-
fied. According to this organisation, due to public procurement in 2017, com-
panies affiliated with MPs (members of the Ukrainian Parliament) received 
tenders amounting to UAH 4.1 billion, that is, 12,500 procurements, while 423 
MPs account for 2,400 companies related personally to them or their relatives.

At the same time, 94% of tenders won by MPs did not involve any com-
petition (Interfax-Ukraine, 2017). Thus, it is only from this information that 
we can make an inference about the enormous scope of anti-corruption 
tasks, which remain an urgent challenge for public authorities and NGOs in 
Ukraine.

Among projects of the “Anti-Corruption Headquarters” is the “Hidden 
Interests” initiative aimed at identifying officials’ illicit wealth and con-
flicts of interest. This initiative is a database of companies directly or indi-
rectly related to Kyiv City Council deputies, officials of the Kyiv City State 
Administration and district administrations. On the organisation’s website, 
one can find documents such as a transcript or the agenda of a City Council 
meeting and discover certain matches, if any, between the database and a 
document (Knyazhansky, 2017).

Among NGOs which engage in analytical work and participate in the 
elaboration of anticorruption policy, the most notable is the Center for 
Political and Legal Reforms, which provides public anticorruption expertise 
for socially significant bills. Second place is taken by the Center for Political 
Studies and Analytics “Eidos”. The latter includes an anti-corruption depart-
ment involved in introducing and studying issues concerned with access 
to public information, the use of public funds, operation of local councils, 
decision-making processes and the access of citizens to participate in those 
processes (Kornievsky, 2018: 74.).

One of the common forms of public control is public expertise. Public 
expertise is the only type of public control that has been introduced in 
Ukraine as an authorities–community feedback technology, and is currently 
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the most common tool for the public to influence the government. In partic-
ular, the Center for Political and Legal Reforms has revealed dozens of acts 
that entailed corruption risks during the public anti-corruption expertise of 
potentially high-risk draft laws submitted to the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine 
(Center for Political and Legal Reforms, 2018).

Another common and frequently employed control mechanism is public 
monitoring – i.e. the planned and systematic gathering of information on a 
specific issue or the activity of public bodies, following a clear framework 
(methodology) in order to ensure positive changes. In the process of its 
realisation, the focus is on evaluating the effectiveness and efficiency of a 
state body, a local self-government body, a public agency and other public 
institutions. It is carried out by a public control entity by means of collect-
ing and analysing publicly available information on their activities over a 
certain period of time.

For example, CS is active in monitoring Ukraine’s fulfilment of its com-
mitments under the EU–Ukraine Association Agreement. This role is evi-
denced by the report “From Goals to Results: Implementing the Association 
Agreement through the Eyes of Stakeholders” (Civic Synergy), prepared by 
the Ukrainian side of the EU–Ukraine Civil Society Platform and supported 
by the “Public Synergy” project. Experts provided a wide range of recom-
mendations according to the monitoring results (Kostenko, 2018):
1. To give proper regard to the complete and effective implementation of 

the Association Agreement’s provisions, including the ‘soft’ obligations 
(where there are no requirements to harmonise legislation with the EU’s 
legal acts).

2. To conduct audit (“screening”) of the current Ukrainian legislation for 
its compliance with international and European law. To turn to the EU 
for help in realising this task, as well as to involve representatives of the 
stakeholders and Ukrainian non-state experts.

3. To inform the stakeholders about the process of developing decisions, 
conducting events and their results. 

4. To introduce systematic monitoring of the progress of the planned 
reforms, including the implementation efficiency of the new legislative 
regulations after their adoption.

5. To analyse the Ukrainian and international experience with practical 
implementation of the state’s strategic documents (in the areas of water 
management, combating discrimination, support for innovations and 
science, the information society, consumer protection).

6. To introduce training programmes on the specialisations required and 
to conduct the in-service education of employees and workers (in the 
areas of basin management, consumer protection, prevention of dis-
crimination).
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7. To budget financial instruments and funds needed for implementation 
of the Agreement. To provide the necessary financial and organisational 
support for the National Council of Ukraine for the Development of 
Science and Technology, the National Research Fund, the scientific pro-
gramme for supporting implementation of basin management and voca-
tional education councils. To audit the research infrastructure of public 
research institutions and universities.

Recently, such tools for the public’s influence on authorities such as hold-
ing public hearings, especially on the local level, the submission of e-peti-
tions, public participation budgets etc., have also become widespread. Still, 
these mechanisms are applied by CS with different levels of engagement, 
and it is somewhat premature to write about their proven effectiveness on 
the national scale.

Conclusion

As we have observed, diverse mechanisms for public control are being 
formed in Ukraine and are currently in operation and already somewhat 
institutionalised. A fairly wide range of opportunities for the public to exert 
an impact on state policy from national to local levels is specified in national 
laws and regulations. These opportunities are subsequently expanded and 
enriched, primarily due to the development of e-democracy tools. Analysis of 
the legal framework shows the lack of a comprehensive approach to under-
standing the concept of public, civil society and civil society institutions. 
These terms are not defined in the laws, which leads to terminological confu-
sion, the lack of their uniform application in different legal documents and, 
accordingly, inconsistencies in the legal regulation of these areas. Further, a 
large number of CSIs’ initiatives in the field of public control are conspicuous 
in the public space. Most of these are not supported by domestic actors, but 
by international funds and grants, which allows fewer opportunities for CSIs 
and impoverishes their agenda in this direction, while restricting their influ-
ence on government policy. Especially prevalent are public control measures 
in the sphere of monitoring within the context of the Association Agreement 
or the implementation of European integration reforms, anti-corruption 
measures. While its generally possible to talk about the increasing influence 
of public control instruments on the quality of European integration policy, 
this influence is still volatile and unsystematic in nature. Although CSIs use a 
broad range of public control mechanisms and methods for assessing gov-
ernment actions and decisions in the European integration context, their 
recommendations are often ignored by national and local authorities. This 
situation is explained by the lack of a settled tradition of interaction between 
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them, the fragility of the CSIs themselves, and the reluctance of authorities to 
take the recommendations that emerge into account. Taking all of this into 
consideration, CSIs often come up with initiatives with international part-
ners and thus, through enhanced external pressure, attempt to make up for 
the gap in the partner relationship with public authorities and influence the 
reform process in the country. The latter practice should be regarded as not 
fully effective when one assumes further needs and the outlook for the pro-
cesses of European integration and democratic reforms in Ukraine. However, 
in order to cope with it, a new quality of CSI activity is required and, under its 
influence, a significant renewal of the national political and governance elite.
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